
 

DUAL WATER FILTERS 

To remove cartridge, turn water pump off. Place towels at base of filters to catch excess water when 
pressure is released from filters. 

Press red buttons on top of filters.  

Grasp cartridge firmly twist cartridge counter clockwise until cartridge releases and gently lower 
cartridge and remove. 

Do same action for both cartridges 

To install new cartridge, push cartridge firmly into bracket and twist clockwise until cartridge locks into 
place. 

Cartridges are available from most Camping and Caravan stores and well known hardware stores.



EVERPURE WATER FILTER 

 

To remover SPA400 Everpure cartridge, shut off water supply. Open separate faucet to relieve pressure. 

Grasp head firmly. Twist to left until it is released. 

Pull cartridge down and out of head. 

To install cartridge, align bump on cartridge with label. Insert cartridge. 

Grasp head firmly and twist cartridge to right until it stops. Turn water supply back on. 

Please note: There is an alarm fitted near your filter to remind you to change your cartridge in 11 
months. 

 

 

WATERGUARD  WATER FILTER 

 

Your Water Guard filters to 1 micron and will filter up to 10,000 gallons of water. 

Replacement cartridge is a Water Guard RV-QDRF-A.  

To remove cartridge, turn water pump off. Relieve water pressure in system by turning on any tap.  

Grasp cartridge firmly twist cartridge counter clockwise until unlock arrows on cartridge and bracket 

line up. Pull down firmly to remove cartridge. 

To install new cartridge, line up arrows on cartridge and bracket. Push cartridge firmly into bracket and  

Twist clockwise until locking arrows line up. 

You have also been supplied with a bypass for your filter that should be fitted as per above instructions  

for replacement cartridge. 
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